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Abstract Successful situational learning, with continuous

media support, requires both sophisticated technological

and appropriate psychological concepts to enable learners,

independently of age, to easily access continuous media

learning objects (CMLO), which must be properly adapted

to their actual needs, demands, requirements and previous

knowledge. Current technological approaches fail to cover

all relevant aspects concurrently. For example, systems

providing adequate media management either are insuffi-

ciently adaptable and learning management systems lack

sufficient support for continuous media. This paper

addresses three main issues: (1) an analysis of adaptive

situational learning with continuous media, identifying the

shortcomings of some current solutions; (2) outline of an

integrated approach for adaptive multimedia presentations

enabling universal access for situational learning; and (3) a

description of the multimedia module repository (MEM-

ORY) system implementing this approach, the basic idea

being to define multimedia presentations as dynamic

processes, comparable to a computer program.
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1 Introduction

1.1 E-Society and life-long learning

‘‘To become the most competitive and dynamic knowledge-

based economy in the world, capable of sustainable eco-

nomic growth with more and better jobs and greater social

cohesion…’’ is one of the strategic goals set for Europe for

2010 at the Lisbon European Council, in March 2000 [28].

Consequently, in the context of the information society, it

becomes important to maintain or recall previously acquired

knowledge. For example, knowledge acquired at school,

university and the workplace must be continually increased,

reassessed, and reused during one’s entire life span (Life-

Long Learning), even in private life. The European Com-

mission has recognized this very early as a major objective to

ensure that Europe’s citizens, businesses, and governments

make the best use of Information and Communication

Technology (ICT). The eEurope action plan was drafted in

order to help address key societal challenges. The action plan

grants Life-Long Learning a higher priority as a basic

component of the European social model [22, 29]. Life-Long

Learning is therefore not only a catch phrase, but an undis-

puted necessity in the information society.

1.2 Technology and universal access

The development of new educational technologies has

tremendously increased, especially in Europe, during the
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last years, in order to put the eEurope action plan into

action. Despite all the technological advances achieved, it

should not be forgotten that human learning is both a

cognitive and a social process [31]. Many educational

researchers in the past stated that education could not be

replaced by technology [17, 71]. However, people can be

supported by technology, if adequate instructional design

models are applied in technological environments and

applications in order to enable easier access to information

and to increase efficiency and motivation [39]. The chal-

lenge lies exactly within the possibility of enabling

universal access [82], for example by providing more

powerful user models, based on user centered methods

[30], and especially the possibility of adapting the tech-

nology to the needs of the end-user [3, 52].

1.3 Pervasive e-Education

During a person’s lifetime, personal knowledge is usually

being continuously increased but is not always immedi-

ately available [7, 8]. In many everyday situations,

knowledge previously acquired requires some thought.

Especially, the re-remembrance of previously acquired

knowledge, which is no longer uppermost in the memory,

can sometimes result in a great deal of exhaustion and

frustration and can be a very time-consuming task when the

information needs to be looked up again. A prominent

example, which certainly all have experienced, is the rec-

ollection of knowledge in school or during studies for the

preparation of exams. Usually this task is performed by

searching and retrieving documents, books, notes, scripts

or other kinds of material representing knowledge. On

personal computers, many tools are available to support

this task, but only if the documents are electronically

available and have the appropriate format. Otherwise, a

hands-on search is necessary to find the relevant

information.

1.4 Continuous media

Continuous media, such as audio and video, have opened

up a new research dimension in technology-enhanced

learning in the last years. A relevant research question in

this context is the degree to which these technologies can

reduce learning time [9, 74, 76, 84, 88]. By application of

innovative interfaces, the end users can navigate through

information in various modes of representation including

text, graphics, animation, sound, and video. The develop-

ment of storage and compression technologies allows

millions of multimedia-based pieces of information to be

readily distributed and transmitted to people. In compara-

tive studies, several authors have reported on positive

effects of how continuous media can improve learning

[9, 41, 76, 88]. Consequently, it can be claimed that con-

tinuous media can improve the learning outcome in certain

circumstances; however, this is difficult to quantify, and

most of all, difficult to generalize.

1.5 Situational learning

Multimedia-based learning with adequate technology and

user orientation, e.g., by adaptively tailoring applications

exactly to the needs and demands of the user, can address

the challenges mentioned above. Basically, situational

learning [73] is an umbrella term and includes several

approaches, for example, scenario-based learning, case

studies, simulation-based learning, etc. However, one the

most important issue is the application of continuous media

as appropriate, reusable Learning Objects [38], in order to

support constructivist learning approaches [67, 80]. Suc-

cessful situational learning with continuous media requires

both technological and psychological concepts to enable

learners of all age groups to access Learning Objects that

are adapted to their needs, knowledge, abilities, and the

learning contexts and environments [36, 37].

1.6 Purpose of this paper

The purpose of this paper is threefold: (1) to motivate

adaptive learning with continuous media and identify the

shortcomings of current solutions; (2) to outline an inte-

grated approach for adaptive multimedia presentations with

continuous media enabling universal access; and (3) to

introduce the MEMORY system implementing the above

approach. An integrated approach for using continuous

digital media in situational learning is presented that pro-

vides search according to content documentation, adaptive

content composition according to personal needs, and

dynamic presentation of results. An example with video

records of university lectures demonstrates how continuous

digital media should be documented on several layers, and

managed through an integrated digital media management

system in order to allow for adaptive search and dynamic

presentation of results according to user needs. This

approach supports situational learning, just-in-time learn-

ing, and learning on demand with universal access. Section

2 investigates learning with continuous media and

describes how continuous media must be specially treated

within integrated solutions in order to make it usable in

learning environments. Section 3 discusses adaptation as a

crucial factor for universal access. Related work is pre-

sented and discussed in Sect. 4. Section 5 presents a new

approach to continuous media handling with adaptive

multimedia processes in order to achieve efficiency in

search, selection, rating and usage, while, at the same time,

adapting to the end user. It describes how continuous media
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objects, especially video, have to be prepared in order to be

usable. An overview of the prototype implementing this

approach is provided in Sect. 6, via a description of the

architectural design and the system components. Section 7

presents an example adaptive multimedia presentation with

explanations, and finally Sect. 8 summarizes the lessons

learned.

2 Learning with continuous media

2.1 Handling of continuous media

Modern e-Learning nowadays is mainly performed through

Learning Management Systems (LMS). Open systems,

including Moodle [16], or commercial systems, such as

WebCT [24, 87] are used at universities and continuing

education institutions. Edutools [21] compares various

learning management systems that support continuous

media as a special feature, e.g., Angel, Blackboard, Cen-

traOne, eCollege AU+, KEWL, and Hyperwave eLearning

Suite. A deeper look into the feature comparison reveals

that continuous media support is limited to the inclusion of

audio or video objects as a file in slides or web presenta-

tions of courses, and their synchronization using

synchronization tools. Some tools additionally provide a

streaming feature in order to avoid having to download

media files before presenting them. Other tools, such as

virtual universities (e.g., VIROR [69, 85]) or projects (e.g.,

Lecturnity [53] or Camtasia [83]), do roughly the same by

providing the recording of lecture slide presentations

together with annotations and sound recording.

The reason for the low support of continuous media in

e-Learning tools is that continuous digital media have

characteristics that prevent easy management, search,

retrieval, presentation and reuse. The usage of continuous

media in situational e-Learning puts higher requirements

on the management of content than discrete media. Con-

tinuous media additionally open up new requirements,

which were not dealt with when using discrete media. This

influences both technology and cognitive models. For

example, audio and video do not possess an inherent con-

tent description, which would allow for easy indexing and

search. Usually, automatic content analysis of such media

is very time consuming and needs much computing power.

Additionally, the management of continuous digital media

puts much higher demands on storage management than

the management of discrete media. Traditional file systems

provide a basic storage facility with large files. Search for

content or search according to personal needs is typically

not supported. However, these are the requirements for

continuous digital media in situational e-Learning. Further

processing of continuous media results requires manual

preparation and treatment with specialized editing software

(e.g., format conversion, composition, presentation editors,

digital editing systems, and digital video effect systems).

However, the most important technical problem, when

using continuous media, is that a semantic gap in image

and video processing exists between the description and the

content itself [45]. Low-level image features that could be

automatically extracted do not match the image content in

semantics. This results in low recall and precision (rele-

vance feedback) when searching for content [33]. Content-

based multimedia information retrieval with automatic

feature analysis [low-level image features (calculated from

basic image parameters) or high-level image features (e.g.,

Computer Vision)] is currently a topic of research. Existing

approaches are limited with regard to the application

domain, or need extraordinary processing performance.

Abstract keywords, such as content description, do not

correlate to image content either. Text based descriptive

keywords on the timeline can be successfully used to a

certain extent if a classification method and case-based

reasoning techniques are applied. Exceptions are auto-

mated face detection and optical character recognition for

close captioning text. These are the only automatic

extraction functionality currently available with an

acceptable effort/result ratio according to the current state-

of-the-art in content-based multimedia information retrie-

val techniques, as described in Lew [55].

Jaimes et al. [46] identified technical problems, such as

the management of continuous media on a large scale, as

major obstacles for implementing advanced multimedia

search and retrieval. As an example, search speed and

scalability are central issues in large-scale multimedia data

bases if one wants to make them usable in e-Learning

environments. Other approaches, such as metadata models

for the e-Learning domain, e-Learning reference architec-

tures, or multimedia document models, do not support

continuous media directly. An overview of the best known

and relevant approaches is provided in Sect. 4. In summary,

it can be concluded that text-based descriptive content

documentation of continuous media is currently still the

best option, because text documentation is on the one hand

the most natural way of describing content and, on the

other hand, very easy to provide in search requests.

2.2 Requirements

In order to efficiently make use of continuous media

in situational e-Learning, the following main requirements

have to be met:

Documentation and metadata: According to Jaimes

et al. [46], continuous media content has to be documented

descriptively in some manner (metadata enrichment).

Textual descriptions are suitable to reduce the semantic
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gap. In order to describe continuous media by its content, it

is necessary to first describe it on the timeline (e.g., indi-

vidual sequences), second, to describe content on several

layers to represent different views on the content (e.g.,

picture content description, thematic content, close cap-

tions, persons visible, transcripts), and third, to provide

standardized, probably domain-specific, metadata models

for documenting continuous media as a whole. This is in

accordance with Kosch et al. [49], who argue that different

metadata have to go along with the lifecycle of media.

Advice on how to describe content in this way can be found

in the highly experienced documentation and archiving

departments of broadcasting companies, who have to

document their own archive in the same manner in order to

find something and to enable reuse, e.g., the Regelwerk

Fernsehen used by the public broadcasters in Germany

[68].

Continuous media management: Management of digital

media is another major requirement to allow the provision

of large-scale content stores not only for continuous media

but also for discrete media in digital form [48]. Storage and

management of continuous media is a non-trivial task, as

discussed above. Adequate media management is neces-

sary to meet other requirements, such as adaptive retrieval

or universal access. It has to provide the ability to manage

different formats, encodings, and resolutions of continuous

media, provide means for media acquisition (digitization,

import, feature analysis, format conversion), associate the

content descriptions, and support different search and

retrieval means for accessing continuous media for pre-

sentation, such as direct access by timecodes, streaming,

and export features. Finally, it has to store continuous

media on a large scale with the support of archive man-

agement systems (comparable to hierarchical storage

management systems but tailored to continuous media) on

several storage media (such as disk pools, tape libraries).

Access to partial sequences of continuous media is crucial,

since continuous media usually have a very large size and

direct access to specific sequences often depends on the

format and encodings used (e.g., when using video codecs

with a constant frame rate where the storage size of each

frame can vary) [59]. Media Management should also

support the easy reuse of continuous media content for

editing and creation of new continuous media content.

Multimodality: Presentation of continuous media in a

single modality is not sufficient, since continuous media

alone cannot provide all types of information equally to

discrete media. A multimodal presentation has to be sup-

ported to allow for presentation of continuous media in

parallel together with other material, such as HTML,

document formats, graphics or pictures [44].

Interaction: Sims [77] argues that interactivity plays a

crucial role in knowledge acquisition and the development

of cognitive skills. However, it is important to differentiate

between mechanical and didactical interactivity. Interac-

tivity is of high relevance for the personalized and adaptive

presentation of content (e.g., by navigation) [10]. Some

evidence has been found in an interesting experiment by

Godden and Baddeley [25] that the depth of interaction

with learning material significantly affects the learning

performance and the preferences towards certain learning

modalities.

Adaptation framework and dynamic composition:

Adaptivity in hypermedia is commonly accepted as the

solution to interaction with users having different needs,

different background knowledge, different interaction

styles, and different cognitive characteristics [14, 65, 66,

81]. From a psychological viewpoint, adaptivity can help to

reduce cognitive load and keep an overview of a large

amount of content [6]. In addition, Rumetshofer and Woss

[70] have proved that e-Learning is beneficial when content

is dynamically personalized to users. Content can be pre-

sented with variations to different users or groups. As

learners move through the content, the course content and

flow can change. In this way, static presentations can be

avoided. The limitation of cognitive load due to many

objects concurrently presented or the presentation of

unnecessary content should be achieved through simple

sequencing, navigation, and adaptive presentation of

results. For continuous media this means that exactly those

parts of the media should be presented that match the

search request for their content in order to not spend time

on viewing and navigating in irrelevant parts. Since pre-

senting continuous media is always a real time process, and

therefore time consuming, this is a really crucial point.

Adaptation in combination with a high recall and precision

of the search results can therefore be considered as the

crucial factors for acceptance of continuous media in

e-Learning.

Collaboration: Collaborative learning features are

commonly thought of as being one of the most important

features [27]. The idea of collaborative learning is based on

instructional design. Learners at different performance

levels should work together in order to reach a common

goal [20]. The learner group should achieve this goal

together. Vygotsky [86] found out very early that learners

can achieve a higher intellectual level when they work in

groups collaboratively. Naturally, the Internet structure and

its communication tools support collaborative work and the

exchange of information. Therefore, educational software

should at least provide the possibility for student commu-

nication as a collaboration facility [36, 61].

Universal access: Universal access reflects the concept

of an information society in which potentially anyone will

interact with computing machines at anytime and anyplace

[72, 82]. Universal access in situational e-Learning with
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continuous media thus requires that technology and

instructional design should provide means to let end users

easily access continuous media content and execute func-

tionality on continuous media in an e-Learning system in

different or even changing contexts. According to Steph-

anidis and Savidis [82], the main adaptation dimensions of

universal access include source of knowledge, type of

knowledge and level of dialog artifacts. For example,

several kinds of output devices could be supported through

layout adaptation (e.g., adapted formats, coding or resolu-

tions for continuous media, see e.g. [38]).

As a result, it is clear that an integrated solution is

required to include continuous media into pervasive e-

Learning in order to fulfill all requirements listed above.

The integrated solution has to consist of adequate docu-

mentation and metadata support, specialized storage and

media management, multimodal, adaptive and dynamic

presentation of results, the possibility of universal access

and interaction and collaboration features. This combina-

tion provides the prerequisites for implementing adequate

cognitive models for continuous media usage in situational

e-Learning.

To the authors’ knowledge, such an integrated solution,

especially for searching in continuous digital media content

according to personal needs, adaptive retrieval, dynamic

presentation of results and reuse, currently does not exist.

Partial solutions for the management and treatment of

continuous digital media in e-Learning are available.

Metadata can be managed in separate systems for docu-

mentation of continuous media (e.g., Dublin Core [18],

Warwick Framework [51], GEM [35], LOM [42], MPEG-7

[63], IMS [43], SCORM [4]). Specific media formats are

able to store metadata within the multimedia file. Media

management systems are able to store, index and document

continuous digital media. They provide virtual groupings

of several physical objects (e.g., multiple resolutions,

different formats) into one object and provide search,

retrieval, and reuse. Media management systems are in use

at nearly all broadcasting institutions (TV and radio sta-

tions). With the support of presentation editors (e.g., SMIL

[15, 40], Macromedia Flash, MPEG-4 [62]), continuous

media can be composed and sometimes enhanced with

interactive elements. Nevertheless, these partial solutions

have not yet been integrated and do not provide the support

and adaptively adjusted search, retrieval, and reuse for

continuous digital media in situational e-Learning.

3 Adaptation as a crucial factor for universal access

Adaptive multimedia systems are, in principle, based on

models of goals, preferences, and the previous knowledge

of each individual user. They use these models throughout

the interaction with the end-user in order to adapt exactly

to the needs and requirements of a specific end user [34].

The art of e-Learning consists of finding the right balance

between the need for support of an individual and the

support offered in a specific situation of learning [54, 78].

The difficulty is to find the ‘‘golden mean’’ between both

extremes, which fits exactly to the learners needs. An e-

Learning system has to measure this need by taking into

account several psychological aspects, as well as the cur-

rent context (the specific situation of learning).

The impact of adaptation triggers and psychological

factors on continuous media in a learning system can be

seen in Fig. 1. This figure is adapted from [70] and is

tailored to, and extended by, the usage of continuous

media. It also shows the adaptation cycle initiated by

multiple potential triggers.

When using continuous media, the adaptation cycle can

be triggered by events occurring in one of the following

categories (cf. Fig. 1):

Fig. 1 Impacts of adaptation

triggers and psychological

factors on continuous media
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1. User interaction: a certain interaction of the user, e.g.,

execution of application functionality, such as pressing

a navigation button.

2. Context change: a special state of context is occurring,

e.g., media objects are created, modified, or deleted,

the user profile has a special state, or system factors

change, e.g., network latencies, workload.

3. Time: reaching a predefined time, a certain time during

usage of the e-Learning system or presentation of

specific content.

4. Content presentation: presentation of continuous

media objects can trigger adaptation when defined

content descriptors are occurring on the timeline or

when special positions within the presentation of

continuous media are reached (e.g., a certain sequence

is presented, a special keyword is spoken in the audio

stream).

Each of these adaptation triggers leads to adaptation and

results in changes of user or system context. User and

system context is typically represented in a user model,

domain model, or interaction model [31]. These models

make up the basic foundation of the decision to control the

adaptation process. Within the adaptation process, the

means to reach the adaptation goal in the case of

continuous media can be navigation, services, content or

presentation:

– Navigation adaptation results in varying continuous

media sequences. This can be different means of

navigation between sequences or navigation within

sequences. Additionally, collaborative navigation facil-

ities can be offered.

– Service adaptation means the accessibility to the user of

different services or functionalities, e.g., the availabil-

ity of navigation within sequences or between

sequences. There can be varying interactivity options,

such as user input, collaboration options, or the

possibility to access/modify user profiles.

– Content adaptation contains the presentation of adapted

content objects according to the current context,

content of specific types, parts of content, or relevance

according to the user’s need.

– Presentation adaptation covers different possibilities of

media visualization, such as varying layouts, resolu-

tion, frame rate, or speed of presentation according to

the input/output device (e.g., playout device) or

network.

It is a natural implication that adaptivity has to be

considered in the early conception and design of systems

as the functional core [1–3, 82]. Rumetshofer and Woss in

[70] discuss how an e-Learning system can be designed

and implemented in order to combine the impacts of

cognitive styles, learning strategies, skills, learning modal-

ities and context. Major common modules identified for

such a system are a knowledge base providing the

necessary content in the right way, a pedagogical module,

and authoring tools for managing new content. Translated

into learning with continuous media (cf. Sect. 2), this

means that the modules have to fulfill the requirements

summarized in Table 1.

The most difficult question regarding continuous media

within the system components knowledge base, pedagogi-

cal module, and authoring is how to present exactly those

parts of a continuous media object that are needed in the

current user’s context. Vrieze et al. [19] address this

problem, as far as the adaptation framework is concerned,

by using a two-dimensional classification for user model-

ing: push-based (by rules) and pull-based (by functions)

user modeling. If fragments of continuous media objects

are available in several alternatives, covering different

depths of subjects, the hybrid adaptation model will be able

to select the best fitting fragment according to the user’s

need. An integrated solution for continuous media has to

address all the requirements listed above.

4 Related work

A study was conducted to investigate whether the manifold

requirements for situational e-Learning with continuous

media discussed above have been partially addressed in

several different areas of related work. It was identified that

currently there is no approach trying to address all

requirements for the specific use of continuous media with

an adaptive approach. Related work presented in this sec-

tion lies in the areas of metadata models, reference

architectures, document models, and research projects.

Special attention is paid to continuous media support, in-

teractivity, collaboration, adaptivity, and dynamics. An

overview of each area of related work is presented sum-

marizing the relevance for continuous media in e-Learning

at the end of the section.

Table 1 Module requirements

System component Requirement to be fulfilled

when using continuous media

Knowledge base Continuous media management,

multimodal presentation,

universal access

Pedagogical module Adaptation framework and

dynamic composition,

interaction, collaboration

Authoring Documentation and metadata
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4.1 Metadata models

4.1.1 LOM

The learning objects metadata (LOM) [42] concept pro-

vides a descriptive metadata model for properties of

learning objects at an abstract level. Learning objects can

be arbitrary digital or non-digital objects, such as docu-

ments, texts, books, slides, simulations, pictures, audio,

video or software tools, etc. LOM does not provide a

general scheme, but defines nine different categories. Ele-

ments are organized hierarchically within the categories.

Elements such as ‘‘Catalogue Entry’’ refer to learning

objects as a whole, which can either be available elec-

tronically or physically (e.g., sitting on a shelf). As a

descriptive metadata model, LOM does not provide any

metadata management facilities or special support for a

specific type of learning object. Therefore, it does not

contain any time-lined documentation model for continu-

ous media.

Interactivity and collaboration is addressed in LOM by

the provision of some elements containing descriptions for

the interactivity type (element 5.1), learning resource type

(element 5.2), and interaction level (element 5.3). ‘‘Active’’

in element 5.1, for example, means that the learning object

involves some user action; element 5.2 can take values,

such as ‘‘simulation’’ or ‘‘experiment’’; and element 5.3

can range from ‘‘very low’’ to ‘‘very high’’. Adaptivity and

dynamics are not addressed in LOM. In their summary,

Harrer and Martens [26] state that LOM is not suitable for

implementing adaptivity, due to the fact that the structure

does not contain any parameters for describing the adap-

tivity of learning systems.

4.1.2 MPEG-7

MPEG-7 provides a standardized description of various

types of multimedia formats, especially continuous media.

Descriptions are associated with the content of multimedia

objects in order to support fast and efficient search and

retrieval. A standard set of descriptors exist. They can be

extended by additional descriptors or by defining new

description schemas [63, 64].

According to Martı́nez [58], media management is

supported descriptively by specific description schemas for

continuous media. Information such as creation and pro-

duction, media coding, storage and file format, or content

usage can be provided. MPEG-7 refers directly to contin-

uous media by providing descriptions within description

schemas. Time-lined content descriptions are supported.

Additionally, description schemas for the description of the

structure and semantics of continuous media content are

available. Structure can be described in terms of video

segments, still and moving regions, and audio segments.

Semantics can be described by object descriptions, events,

and terms from the real world. Media management is not

directly part of the model, but is also supported by specific

description schemas. A user interaction description schema

describes user preferences and usage history pertaining to

the consumption of the multimedia material. This allows,

for example, matching user preferences and MPEG-7

content descriptions in order to facilitate personalization of

audio–visual content access, presentation, and consump-

tion. Adaptation (personalization) is supported by MPEG-7

by evaluating the user interaction description schemas. It

has to be realized in a MPEG-7 system implementation.

4.2 Reference architectures

4.2.1 LTSA

The learning technology systems architecture LTSA [23]

describes an abstract reference architecture for learning

systems or environments. In the LTSA system components

diagram, four processes and two stores are defined: pro-

cesses describe the active components; stores describe the

information stores of an LTSA compatible learning system

or environment. In total, 13 information flows are defined

between the process and store components.

The overall operation of activities within the component

cycle of LTSA, which are important for the support of

adaptivity, interactivity, collaboration, dynamics, and

media management, can be described briefly through the

following five-step cycle:

1. Negotiation of the learning preferences (learning

styles, strategies, methods, etc.)

2. Assessment of the learner’s performance

3. Re-adjustment of the next activities

4. Selection of the appropriate learning material

5. Presentation of the learning material

In general, this operation description allows adaptivity,

interactivity, and dynamics. Media management is not

explicitly mentioned, but can be associated with the

learning resources component. Nevertheless, the descrip-

tion of learning resources does not describe media

management services. Collaboration is not explicitly

mentioned, either. Therefore, the support of these features

is, in principle, possible on the high abstraction level of

LTSA, but depends on the actual implementation of an

LTSA-compatible learning system. This observation is

consistent with [26], who observed that LTSA supports the

adaptation of the learning content to the learner within the

coaching process, based on the information in the learner

records, but does not describe how this should be

implemented. Nevertheless, navigation adaptation and core
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system functionality adaptation (e.g., help functionality or

feedback) do not appear to be supported.

4.2.2 SCORM

The sharable content object reference model SCORM [4]

defines the following:

– Content aggregation model (CAM): the content used in

a learning management system (LMS), how to package

these components to exchange them between different

learning management systems and how content could

be searched and discovered. The content aggregation

model is based on the content packaging definition of

IMS and the LOM metadata model.

– Run-time environment (RTE): the requirements a

learning management system has to fulfill for managing

the run-time of a learning process, e.g., the content

launch process, communication between content and

learning management system and a data model for

information about the learner. The data model is based

on the computer managed instruction (CMI) guidelines

for interoperability, defined by the Aviation Industry

CBT Committee (AICC). Continuous media is not

addressed. Dynamic access to content is not especially

mentioned.

– Sequencing and navigation (SN): how content may be

sequenced through a set of learner- or system-initiated

events with branching, flow, and activities. This is

typically done at design time. The sequencing and

navigation model is based on the sequencing informa-

tion definition of IMS. Collaboration is not mentioned

specifically.

Thus, in principle, the basic requirements regarding

adaptivity and interactivity are addressed. Nevertheless,

Lopez et al. [57] examined SCORM regarding adaptivity

and report that the adaptation abilities are very restricted

and focused on defining several organizations for the same

course only, and that sequencing does not take external

aspects of the user (e.g., user characteristics) into account.

SCORM adapted LOM for descriptive metadata docu-

mentation. Media management is addressed by run-time

environment specification. Interactivity is supported by

sequencing and navigation specification. Collaboration is

not mentioned specifically.

4.2.3 IMS learning design and digital repository

The IMS learning design [43] aims to specify educational

processes formally. The central element of the conceptual

model of the IMS learning is the educational modeling

language EML for defining learning processes. A content

package definition can be linked with a learning design to a

unit of learning. The specification of IMS learning design

already lists requirements referring to adaptivity, interac-

tivity, personalization, and flexibility. Several language

elements and structures of learning design are therefore

foreseen for implementing characteristics of learners and

learning processes, as well as implementing conditions and

notifications. Harrer and Martens [26] state that the IMS

learning design addresses adaptivity of learning processes,

explicit user wishes, and situational context. An adequate

specification of the learning process can be adapted

according to personal as well as pertinent needs. Never-

theless, Harrer and Martens say, in addition, that it is

currently unclear if the IMS learning design is a practicable

solution for complex learning models because an action

could have manifold effects on various sets in a learning

design document.

The IMS extends the learning design with an enhance-

ment of the LOM data model and specifies a first draft of a

media management called IMS digital repository. The IMS

digital repository specification defines a digital repository

as a software application that facilitates storage, manage-

ment and delivery of resources. The purpose of the digital

repository should be to provide interoperability of the most

common media management functions between all com-

ponents of learning systems. It should allow users to access

content (e.g., for purposes including authoring, aggrega-

tion, and learning), the management of that access in terms

of rights including trading, authorization, and audit, and,

finally, support networked information discovery and

retrieval (use and reuse of content in a range of contexts).

This fulfills the basic requirements of media management,

but does not address the special requirements of continuous

media. Interactivity, collaboration, adaptivity and dynam-

ics are supported via the elements of the educational

modeling language EML.

4.3 Document models

4.3.1 SMIL

The synchronized multimedia integration language

(SMIL) allows the definition and execution of synchro-

nized multimedia presentations. A SMIL document is

written in XML. It enables the authoring of multimedia

presentations that integrate audio, video, images, text, or

others. A collection of XML elements and attributes

describes the temporal and spatial coordination and syn-

chronization of continuous and discrete media [56].

Additionally, SMIL provides simple means for control

structures within a document, such as sequencing

(sequential, parallel) or alternatives. During SMIL pre-

sentations, the original content is read from files residing

outside the SMIL document in a file system, or accessed
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by links (comparable to HTTP), but not controlled by

media management.

Adaptivity is supported by presenting content in differ-

ent languages, with different bandwidth, depending on the

evaluation of external parameters, which can be set by the

user interactively (e.g., by pressing a button). There exists

the ability to directly access continuous media via time

codes. Adaptivity is also supported via conditional content

presentation by evaluation of events. The evaluation of

events represents the adaptivity triggers. Adaptation by

content triggers is not supported. Navigation interaction is

available and supported via custom test attributes (input,

buttons, and external parameters). Conditional content

activation during runtime is doable by an event

mechanism.

4.3.2 MPEG-4

The MPEG-4 standard [62] encompasses a wide range of

tools and technologies. It does not focus only on the media

compression aspect of multimedia technology, but also

considers media packaging and delivery, as well as many of

the tools that future multimedia applications might need.

MPEG-4 defines media objects that can be audio, visual, or

audiovisual content, and audiovisual scenes, which consist

of these media objects and are organized hierarchically.

Scenes can be composed in layout and object layers, e.g.,

setting a background layer object, putting a visual object in

front, and associating an audio. The composing is defined in

a scene description language called Binary Format for

Scenes. To increase efficiency, scenes are binary encoded,

which means that media objects are stored within MPEG-4

documents. Therefore, media management is not supported.

Interaction can be done by navigation on the timeline

(e.g., starting, stopping, navigation through a scene),

changing the view point, and also by accessing individual

media objects and executing functionality, such as dragging

and dropping them to another position (content manipula-

tion). Based on the VRML event structure, a model is

provided with which interactive content can be created.

Timelined metadata for media objects are allowed by

attaching information in an Object Content Information

(OCT) data stream. This can be textual information, which

can be presented in parallel during presentation. Adaptation

and dynamics is not supported on the content and naviga-

tion level.

4.4 Related research projects

4.4.1 X-MEDIA

The X-media project [38] creates a platform for a great

amount of learning technology types and methods in order

to address various types of learner preferences (e.g.,

learners who prefer audio-based learning, visual learning,

nightly learning, daily learning or situational learning).

X-media learning objects are the basic concept of X-media.

Different content types can be arranged within X-media

learning objects, depending on the focus of presentation.

Especially continuous media, such as audio, video, or Flash

are supported. X-media learning objects can therefore be

used in a multitude of contexts and accessed with a

multitude of devices, enabling mobile, collaborative, and

situational learning.

HTML or text sites can be created and arranged in

SCORM compliant courses including X-media objects and

interactive elements controlled by PHP. The supported end

devices for presenting courses are personal computers,

television, PDAs, audio devices, and java-enabled mobile

phones. All content is stored in a central MySQL database,

providing a minimum of media management features. The

devices are connected to this database and the content is

downloaded and presented on each end device. The central

administration of learning courses is performed with

Moodle. With the help of Moodle, X-media provides

additional collaboration and interaction features, such as

chat, forum, glossary, tests, Wikis, and workshops. Learner

can receive XLOs, e.g., via mobile phones just in time. In

parallel, they are able to start collaboration and discussions.

X-media supports situated learning, just-in-time learning

and layout adaptation on multiple end user devices.

Adaptation by content triggers is not supported.

4.4.2 SIRSALE

SIRSALE [60] is a distributed video database management

system. It stores video streams in a large distributed video

repository and provides functionalities to query and

retrieve shots, scenes and sequences. The highlight of

SIRSALE is that the data model can be modular, i.e., it

allows for adaptation to deal with several semantic

contexts. Thus, it provides much elaborated media manage-

ment functionalities, as well as a flexible documentation

of continuous media content with a semantic data model

defined by the user.

The system, mainly the data model and the user inter-

faces, is adapted according to the application domain in

which the system is used. For example, if used in a TV

news production context, a TV news data model can be

selected that provides specific means for annotating TV

news programs (attributes for the annotation criteria per-

son, event, and location). Tailored to the typical TV News

users, a very simple and quick retrieval and visualization

functionality with a query interface, a result tree, a navi-

gation tree and one video player is provided. Alternatively,

if the system is used in a medical learning context,
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a different data model can be used. A different user

interface can now offer a video presentation editing tool

with multiple players and the functionality to construct

individual presentations from a list of retrieved video

sequences. The dynamic retrieval of videos during pre-

sentation of results, as well as interactivity and

collaboration features, is not supported in SIRSALE.

5 Adaptive multimedia presentations

In approaching the efficient usage of continuous media

in situational e-Learning, all requirements already men-

tioned in Sect. 2 have to be addressed. The research project

multimedia module repository (MEMORY), which started

in 2000 [48] and was funded by the state of Rhineland-

Palatinate in Germany during 2003–2005, aimed at

developing an integrated architecture for continuous media

support, supporting adequate documentation and metadata,

specialized storage and management, multimodal, adap-

tive, and dynamic presentation of results, the possibility for

universal access, and the provision of interaction and col-

laboration features. MEMORY should provide the

technological base for implementing e-Learning applica-

tions that make extensive use of continuous media,

especially video.

The basic idea behind MEMORY is to define multi-

media presentations as dynamic processes, comparable to a

computer program. The execution of multimedia presen-

tation processes will be controlled by a presentation engine,

which can be compared to a process scheduler. Access to

continuous media, as well as discrete media, is provided

through a media management component, containing a

media repository as a central part. Media management also

provides documentation, metadata support and specialized

storage management and retrieval for continuous media.

Considering context information about the users, resulting,

e.g., from interaction but also from events generated during

the execution of the multimedia presentation processes

itself, media content can be searched, retrieved, and pro-

cessed dynamically in order to adapt it to the user’s needs

and present it via standardized interfaces on output devices.

The application domains addressed are university lec-

tures, recorded with video and enriched with additional

information, such as presentation slides and background

information of various types. The usage of MEMORY is

mainly intended to provide an efficient search and retrieval

of lecture information (video recordings of lectures and

background material, audio recordings, slides and addi-

tional information in various types) for students preparing

for exams. Further application domains with similar

demands could be travel assistance, health assistance,

video entertainment, or mobile infotainment.

In the context of MEMORY, adaptive multimedia pre-

sentations were defined as follows:

1. A media object is a continuous media file or a discrete

media file (e.g., audio file, video file, XML-file, pdf-

file, doc-file, etc.) available in a media management

repository.

2. A media fragment is an entire or a partial media object

(defined by begin and end markers, in the case of

continuous media objects by a begin time code and an

end time code).

3. A multimedia document is a composite element, which

is composed of discrete and continuous media seg-

ments. All media documents are available and

accessible in a media management repository.

4. A multimedia presentation is the playback of one or

more multimedia documents or fragments during

runtime and their representation (rendering) on one

or more output devices.

5. A multimedia presentation whose content is predefined

before rendering is called a static multimedia presen-

tation. A multimedia presentation whose content is

composed dynamically during runtime is called a

dynamic multimedia presentation.

6. A presentation definition describes the data and control

flow during runtime, i.e., the order and parallelism

with which individual media segments of a multimedia

presentation are played back on the output devices

(comparable to a computer program). Presentation

definitions contain control flow elements, processing

elements, interactivity elements, collaboration ele-

ments, as well as functional elements for searching

and accessing media segments in the media manage-

ment repository.

7. A presentation process is the instantiation of a presen-

tation definition in which elemental functionality for

playback of media segments, control flows, collabora-

tion, interaction, or access to the media management

repository is defined. The instantiation and execution of

presentation processes is controlled by a presentation

engine (comparable to a process scheduler).

8. An adaptive multimedia presentation is the execution

of the corresponding presentation process that reacts

during runtime to events created by adaptation triggers

(interaction, context change, time, content presenta-

tion). Media fragments to be presented are

dynamically determined during execution of the pre-

sentation process, and adapted to user interaction and

context.

On the highest level of abstraction, adaptive multimedia

presentations appear as a closed loop controller [75]. On a

more detailed level, the core functionality can be decom-

posed into functional units as depicted in Fig. 2.
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The closed loop control for adaptive multimedia pre-

sentations works in the following way:

– Request for continuous and discrete media segments

according to search criteria or context initially defines

which content the user is interested in.

– Retrieval of media segment references processes the

search request by matching the search criteria with the

documentation of media documents in the media

management. References to relevant media documents

or fragments are returned.

– Processing of results is done within a multimedia

presentation process in order to rearrange orders or

eliminate hits according to context. Part of the adap-

tation is implemented at this point, e.g., by comparing

the returned media objects with the user profile

containing preferences of the user.

– Definition of adaptation triggers is a preparation step

for initializing adaptation that should be executed

during presentation.

– Start of multimedia presentation presents the returned

results by dynamically accessing referenced media

documents or fragments in the media management.

Interaction and collaboration features can be included

here.

– Events occurring during the presentation of results,

either by user interaction, context change, time, or

content presentation triggers are recognized in associ-

ation with the correspondent multimedia presentation

that has registered them.

– Processing of event decides which action has to be

executed after an adaptation trigger of a specific kind

has occurred.

– Adaptation is realized in the multimedia presentation

process by modifying content, executing processing

methods, initiating interaction or collaboration, offer-

ing user services, or modifying the instruction flow.

– Context change is the result of adaptation.

– The loop starts again with the request for a continuous

or discrete media step. However, individual steps can

be empty and the next cycle may proceed with the

processing of the results step.

A multimedia presentation can be controlled comfortably

by various control structures and parameters, such as a

traditional computer program. During the presentation of

results, the processes can react immediately, dynamically,

and adaptively to events that occur at runtime, e.g., to the

appearance of a spoken keyword of a video playback, or to

changes in the media management repository. User inter-

actions or collaboration between users can influence the

execution of multimedia presentations too.

5.1 Presentation definitions

For the design of presentation definitions and the resulting

system components, the following design approach was

considered in order to meet the requirements depicted in

Sect. 2.

1. Multimedia presentations have to be executed dynam-

ically in order to allow for instantaneous update and

adaptation during runtime.

2. Direct access to continuous and discrete media in a

media management repository has to be provided by

defining search criteria. Partial access to media objects

should be supported, especially for continuous media.

Fig. 2 Closed loop control

for adaptive multimedia

presentations
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3. Search criteria have to be applied to the object

documentation for every kind of media object and to

the descriptive content documentation on the timeline

for continuous media objects. A domain-specific

documentation model should support object documen-

tation. Search criteria should be preprocessed by

translation and word stemming to achieve high recall

and precision in retrieval.

4. Multimedia presentations should be able to adapt the

content received according to the user needs by

considering a user profile.

5. Presentation of continuous and discrete media should

be performed through HTTP and streaming protocols

in order to enable universal access for multiple input/

output devices.

6. Multiple formats, codings and resolutions should be

manageable for every media object within the media

management.

7. Multimedia presentations should be able to process

events resulting from adaptation triggers occurring,

especially interaction, context change, time, and

content presentation events.

8. Interaction and collaboration features should be

provided.

In the implementation of MEMORY, presentation defini-

tions are implemented in the Python programming

language. First, an experiment was conducted with a

descriptive presentation definition language in XML. Very

soon it was discovered that it was necessary first to define

many control and data structures, which are not provided

by XML out of the box. Second, it was recognized that for

executing presentation processes written in XML, a

compiler of XML process definitions into an internal

representation for execution would be necessary within the

presentation engine of the system. Additionally, it was

found out that presentation definitions written in XML are

indeed human readable, but very hard to understand, and

that it was difficult to obtain an overview of the program.

Therefore, it was decided to opt for a programming

language that, on the one hand, is interpreted at execution

time without translation and, on the other hand, is easy to

extend. Using an interpreted language such as Python

enabled to reuse already available data-flow and control-

flow elements, object-oriented programming (using meth-

ods and objects), and other features, such as variables or

data structures. A Python interpreter therefore became the

core of the presentation engine. The notation for writing a

presentation definition in Python thus provides following

primitives:

– Formulating requests to the data store (in the specific

case, a media management repository). Requests are

formulated in a defined search language, such as

SQL. Pre-processing of requests may optionally

include language translation or word stemming to

increase recall and precision. Execution of requests is

distributed between various search engines, depend-

ing on the target area of search (content

documentation, meta data).

– Playback of media documents and fragments on

multiple web browsers for static media and one or

more integrated media players for continuous media.

– Interactivity with the users, e.g., navigation or user

parameter input.

– Display information messages in the web browser.

– Navigation within continuous media documents and

fragments, such as playback, pause, fast forward, fast

backwards, stop, etc.

– Navigation possibilities for jumping to different media

documents or fragments presented in a hit list (next hit,

previous hit, direct selection).

– Access to the user profile and system context (e.g.,

manage a focus of interest list or a list of already

presented media documents/fragments).

– User-defined functionality (e.g., user buttons for creat-

ing user-defined functionality).

– Reacting dynamically on events occurring during the

execution of a presentation in order to change a running

presentation according to a new state of context, e.g.,

by a different flow of control or a different content to be

presented.

Additionally, presentation definitions allow collaboration

features for presenting multimedia documents or fragments

for more than one user at a time, and let them interact in a

group with navigation during the presentation. This way

either a tutor can navigate through the presentation

interactively for all other users, or all users are allowed

to navigate at the same time.

5.2 Content-based documentation of continuous media

The content base for continuous and discrete digital media

is built upon a media management repository (part of the

media management system). In order to document contin-

uous digital media at the timeline, a concept called

stratified documentation [5] was adopted and combined

with the domain-specific metadata model LOM established

in e-Learning (cf. Sect. 4). The basic concept of stratified

documentation is presented in Fig. 3. Multiple documen-

tation layers are used to represent different documentation

views on continuous media. The amount of layers is user

dependent and can vary from 1 to infinite. One layer can,

for example, be defined for the description of the image

content; other layers can be defined for the descriptions of

characters visible, close caption, or transcript. Segments
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represent the units of documentation. The amount of units

and unit sizes can vary depending on the documentation

layer. The smallest segment for video is one frame (defined

by the frame rate). For audio, the smallest segment is a

sample (defined by the scan frequency). Other examples

include presentations, which consist of slides. High-per-

formance indexing tools are applied on every layer of

stratified documentation and object metadata. Specialized

video indexing is applied to support the documentation of

continuous media as much as possible. Continuous media

can be available in different formats, codings, and resolu-

tions in order to select the most adequate one for

presentation on the end user device. Storage location of

continuous media is managed by an archive management

system, thus it is possible to manage a large amount of

continuous media in a storage media hierarchy transpar-

ently with direct access.

Billinghurst and Kato [12] emphasize that, for providing

lecture content, the recorded audio stream is of particular

importance. The audio stream can be translated into a

transcript that can be represented in the stratified docu-

mentation model as a separate stratum ‘‘transcript’’

containing the time-lined and sequenced speech descrip-

tion. The translation of audio into transcript can be done

mostly automatically, if transcription tools are available.

The same is true for optical character recognition tools,

which are able to recognize close caption text occurring in

the video, extract it, and create another stratum of ‘‘close

caption’’ automatically. Unfortunately, this kind of tools

was not available within the project. Nevertheless, this

obstacle was overcome through the manual creation of

strata for ‘‘transcript’’ and ‘‘close caption’’ for a limited

number of continuous media, which were filled in with

data. Additionally, other strata, such as keywords, charac-

ters (visible in pictures or video) or picture content

description can be defined. Data for these strata can be

entered with a tool that comes with the basic media man-

agement system. The tool is described in further detail in

Sect. 6. Furthermore, the LOM metadata model was

adopted for documenting continuous media objects, as well

as discrete media objects, on a descriptive level. Other

metadata models could be used as well to tailor the

metadata model to the selected application domain (e.g.,

Dublin Core, MPEG-7 or SMEF [79]).

5.3 How events influence the execution of multimedia

presentations

Events that occur during presentation can influence the

content composition in a multimedia presentation dynam-

ically during runtime. The following types of events are

supported:

– Application events: these are events generated by user

applications, e.g., by pressing buttons, selecting

objects, or using navigation functions for continuous

media. They implement the Interactivity Triggers for

adaptation.

– State events: these are events generated by the repos-

itory part of a media management, where the essence

and the metadata of the media objects are stored

depending on the occurrence of a defined metadata

state in the repository, e.g., the presence or absence of a

certain media object. They implement the Context

Triggers for adaptation.

– Time events: events generated by a common system

clock or by reaching time codes in multimedia

presentation execution. They implement the Time

Triggers for adaptation.

– Content presentation events: these are events generated

by the media server part of a media management

depending on presentation flow along the timeline and

Fig. 3 Events and stratified

documentation
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the units of documentation along the stratified docu-

mentation (e.g., a certain word is spoken or a certain

character or object appears). They implement the

Content Presentation Triggers for adaptation.

Figure 3 illustrates when events can occur.

The integrated approach to management, documenta-

tion, search, and presentation of continuous digital media

provides new ways of adaptive and dynamic design of

continuous media usage in situational e-Learning. Multi-

media presentations in learning are not limited to a fixed

content base, to file access, or to whole continuous media

objects anymore. They can be executed dynamically,

access continuous media fragments, and be adapted in

content and navigation during runtime according to the

context of the user.

6 System components

During the design and implementation of MEMORY, vari-

ous hardware and software components were used to

implement a running system. The implementation was car-

ried out in C++ and Java, partly under the operating systems

Linux and Microsoft Windows, depending on the availabil-

ity of tools, especially database, media management, and

indexing engines. The distributed implementation of

MEMORY is integrated by using CORBA as a communi-

cation middleware. The system integrates several indexing

tools, such as Oracle Text [89], Convera Retrievalware [90],

Microsoft Indexing Service [91] and Lucene [92] as well as a

multimedia repository based on Blue Orders media archive

for media management [93].

The approach was tested by recording several lectures

on integrated multimedia systems and enriching the con-

tinuous media content by accompanying additional

material in many different formats (audio, video, Power-

Point presentations, HTML texts, text documents, graphics,

etc.). Figure 4 provides a synthetic overview of a system

design that integrates a workflow system with the compo-

nents for processing application events, state events, time

events, and content presentation events. Such a system

consists of the following main components:

Media management: The media management layer

consists of a multimedia repository and a media server.

– The Multimedia Repository manages the metadata part

of multimedia objects (in the specific case, LOM).

– The media server part is responsible for managing the

essence of multimedia objects (e.g., storage manage-

ment and streaming of audio/video objects). The

system design is based on the solution developed in

the Life Long Learning project [50].

Information management: The information management

layer consists of the media management part and the search

and indexing framework.

– Information Management manages all media objects

and provides different services for the layers above for

accessing and modifying metadata and media objects,

such as direct access by time codes, streaming, and

import/export features. It supports different formats,

codings, and resolutions of continuous media. It is

based on the media management system media archive

from Blue Order [93]. Media archive supports various

formats, codings, and resolutions for video and audio

(wma, wmv, MPEG-1, MPEG-2), also text (in txt, doc,

pdf, etc.), pictures (several graphics and bitmap

formats), www (HTML), or XML documents. Several

third party products can be attached for encoding,

conversion, or storage management of continuous

media, such as the MPEG encoders IPV Telemedia,

DAVID Digas, Windows Media Encoder, high resolu-

tion encoders, such as Anystream Agility, format

converters, such as Telestream, lame, ffmpeg, or

archive management solutions such as SGL Flashnet

or Front Porch DIVA.

– The search and indexing framework supports several

information retrieval systems for indexing different

kinds of media objects, and especially the indexation of

the stratified documentation and the generation of

storyboards for continuous video material. MEMORY

Fig. 4 system components
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integrates the IR systems Oracle Text, Convera

Retrievalware, Microsoft Indexing Service, Lucene,

and the video analysis engine from Blue Order.

Presentation management: The presentation management

layer consists of a presentation engine and a time and

event-handling component.

– The presentation engine consists of a workflow engine,

a control data component, a process work list, and a

process handler, which provides the runtime environ-

ment for the presentation process. The process handler

is based on a Python interpreter.

– The time and event handling component collects

various types of events within the system, matches

them with the adaptation triggers in process definitions,

and calls matching presentation processes back in order

to adapt presentations.

Application platform: The application platform layer

includes the platforms for end user applications using the

services of MEMORY.

– They include browsers or players that render continu-

ous and discrete media objects, e.g., by playing back,

streaming, or displaying. Applications access services

of the MEMORY application platform via web ser-

vices. No service broker or web service definition

language has been used. Instead, HTTP was used to

simplify the implementation.

– Additionally, import and export services are provided

together with the corresponding native applications or

web applications for importing media objects into the

media management, for documentation of media

objects, and for exporting media objects out of the

media management. With the exception of the docu-

mentation application, these services have been

implemented as web services, too. The documentation

application accesses functions of MEMORY via COR-

BA, due to the complexity and frequency of requests.

Orthogonal services: The system contains some orthogonal

services used by other components to support the distribu-

tion of services between several computers and operating

systems, because some supporting tools (e.g., IR systems)

are only available on special platforms. Additionally, a

central user management is available for enabling collab-

orative use and managing user profiles.

6.1 Indexation of documentation and metadata

One of the major requirements was to manage the various

formats of learning objects, which could be either plain text

files or very advanced presentations consisting of a high

number of separate files (e.g., HTML-trees, Shockwave-

simulations, etc.). While approaches such as SCORM or

IMS provide means for a common description of every

content object with the LOM metadata structure and

additional structural information in the content structure

blocks (e.g., organizational information, navigation infor-

mation), no support is provided for helping the users of the

system gain an overview of all content managed in the

media management repository.

The ultimate goal of search and retrieval in a media

management system must be high recall and high precision.

High recall means detecting nearly every media document

and segment searched for. High precision means reducing

the number of irrelevant media segments detected. High

recall is mandatory for providing a good service quality to

the users. High precision is essential for economical rea-

sons, since irrelevant media documents and segments

delivered result in unnecessary time and effort for viewing

and skipping.

Therefore, an indexing framework was developed (Fig. 5)

within the media management, which enables to integrate

different IR retrieval systems, depending on the type of

content managed in the media management repository, as

well as on the purpose of indexing. The indexing framework

implements a broker–manager architecture and provides a

distributed and platform independent integration of IR sys-

tems. A central configuration and collection management is

responsible for the specification of document collections

with special indexing purposes and the definition of associ-

ated IR systems for indexing and retrieval.

An index broker provides a query interface with a

common SQL, such as syntax and distributes incoming

queries to underlying index managers after preprocessing.

For preprocessing, the index broker offers translation and

word stemming features (bidirectional German–English).

Index managers are associated to IR systems, translate

incoming queries into IR system specific syntaxes, and

hand over queries to the underlying IR systems for exe-

cution. They wait until the IR systems have processed and

delivered the results. Results are then handed over to the

index broker, which collects all results in a consolidated

result list according to relevance (retrieved by the IR

systems) and returns the result to the presentation process.

Through the search and indexing framework, it is possible

to

1. Index a special type of media object by more than one

IR system in order to apply different indexation

methods for different purposes.

2. Let one IR system index one range of media objects

and another IR system index another range of media

objects, depending on document collection definitions,
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in order to make use of special strengths of IR systems

for individual object types.

An additional option of the search and indexing frame-

work is the activation of a multilingual thesaurus in a

preprocessing step of the index broker, which provides

queries in multilingual document collections. Incoming

queries are lexically analyzed, stop words are eliminated,

stem tokens are generated, and the language of the query

is determined before the query token stream is translated

into the available languages and handed over to the index

managers.

Figure 5 shows the actual implementation of the

indexing framework in MEMORY. Six index managers are

used, each responsible for indexing media of different

types and preprocessing continuous media for further

documentation.

For the indexation of media objects, Oracle Text, Con-

vera Retrievalware, Microsoft Indexing Service and

Lucene were plugged in. Each of them supports a different

amount of object types and applies different indexing

methods. Additionally, a second time for the indexation of

stratified documentation was plugged in Lucene. A special

filter was implemented for parsing the stratified docu-

mentation structure and access to the storage of the

stratified documentation within the media management. A

special IR system called video analysis was plugged in to

support the documentation of video. The reason for this

is to provide documentation support through a comfortable

tool for stratified documentation on the timeline with

visual representation. Video analysis detects scenes in

video documents, creates initial segments, and extracts

representative key frames for each segment. The result is a

visual storyboard. As can be seen Fig. 6, a documentation

application from Blue Order was used to support timelined

documentation with the stratified documentation model on

the basis of the visual storyboard generated by the video

analysis.

The documentation application shows different scenes

detected by the video analysis engine, separated by blue

bars. For each scene, a segment in the stratified docu-

mentation is created, and different amounts of key frames

are extracted. The amount of extracted key frames is

determined by the change of content in image frames.

Only if a certain threshold in change is reached (calcu-

lated by low level feature vectors), another key frame is

created. As a result, even if a scene is very long in

duration, it is only represented by a small amount of key

frames in order to provide a quick overview of the entire

video on a small footprint. The example in Fig. 6 shows

two layers of stratified documentation. One is used for the

audio transcript and another one is used for synchronizing

slides.

7 Practical example

In order to show and study the possibilities and constraints

of adaptive multimedia presentations, about 25 example

presentation definitions were developed in the application

domain of lecture videos. Each presentation definition

Fig. 5 Indexing framework in MEMORY
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demonstrates one or more specific characteristics of adap-

tive multimedia presentations, such as dynamic access to

multimedia objects, adaptive presentation of content, in-

teractivity and collaboration. The complexity of each

example varied largely. Very simple presentations dem-

onstrated single features, such as querying the media

management with specific keywords, and automatic pre-

sentation of found media fragments in sequence. Very

complex presentations demonstrated collaboration features

or dynamic access to new or changed content, while the

presentations are still running. This paper illustrates an

example presentation of mid range complexity, showing

the adaptivity and interactivity features.

7.1 Preparing the content

A prerequisite for all examples was the prior digitization

and documentation of the lecture material. Recorded vid-

eos of some lectures and additional material of other type

were registered in the media management system of

MEMORY.

General information about each video was inserted in

LOM metadata structure. At this point of time the videos

were already imported into the media management system

to start the initial indexation and generation of the story-

board automatically. In a second step, the documentation

tool was used again for the timelined documentation of the

transcripts. Thus, the specific stratum transcript was

defined. The results of the automatic video analysis, i.e.,

the initial segments, were displayed in the window shown

in Fig. 6 above. The tool allowed the modification of the

automatically recognized segment borders by moving them

on the timeline, by adding new shot borders or by removing

them individually for each stratum available. Adding or

removing key frames was possible, too. Then the transcript

was typed in step by step until the visual storyboard was

finished. This task was supported by the video playback

functionality also provided by the documentation tool.

Afterwards, the fully documented videos were stored in the

media management system, replacing the former version.

Finally, the transcript information was then automatically

indexed again by MEMORY, using the appropriate textual

indexing engine (in this case, Lucene).

For other types of lecture material, the general infor-

mation and a short content summary was stored in LOM

data structures, too. Every other media object was also

imported into the media management system of MEM-

ORY. There the textual documentation was then again

indexed automatically. Additionally, the media objects

were indexed by the appropriate indexing engine,

depending on their object type.

7.2 An example presentation

In the example presentation, users in a practice session

should review in a small exercise the lecture content

Fig. 6 Stratified documentation

application based on

storyboards
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about the World Wide Web again in order to learn more

about historic and related information. The concept of the

World Wide Web was presented in one Multimedia

Information Systems lecture. Additional information of

interest were the origin of the World Wide Web (CERN),

more details about the inventor (Tim Berners-Lee) and

the institution currently coordinating the further devel-

opment (W3C). All media fragments about the WWW

should be presented. At the point in time where the

additional topics of interests were mentioned, additional

information about CERN should be displayed online at

the users application. This should be done only once, i.e.,

only at the first point in time when the keywords occur-

red. The information should be read by the users and the

reading should be confirmed. Afterwards, the original

presentation of results should proceed. For the example,

the important parts of the presentation definition in

Python look as follows:

Basic definition of the presentation definition as a class

with the name ExamplePresentation. It inherits all generic

features from the superclass BaseSingleWorkflow.

from MMY workflows import BaseSingle Workflow

class ExamplePresentation ðBaseSingleWorkflowÞ :

According to the general structure for Adaptive

Multimedia Presentations explained in Fig. 2, the next

step is to define a request for media elements. In the

example the request contains the search criteria ‘‘World

Wide Web OR WWW’’ to find all relevant media

fragments. The search criteria are stated as a query in the

method search, and the request is executed.

def searchðself; event; tupelÞ :

self:hits

¼ self:engine:queryð‘‘World Wide Web OR WWW’’Þ

In the processing of results, duplicates that could occur

when hits are found in the LOM metadata documentation

and in segments of the stratified documentation are

eliminated. Removing duplicates is only meaningful if

full media objects are retrieved in which the search criteria

match to more than one media segment. In this case, the

full media objects are returned more than once. Criterion

for removing a result from the hit list as a duplicate is that a

unique identifier of the media object (we use a Globally

Unique Identifier GUID) is already contained in the hit list.

self:hits¼MMY tools:removeDuplicatesByGUIDðself:hitsÞ

For the adaptation triggers, some keywords, such as

‘‘CERN’’, ‘‘Berners-Lee’’, and ‘‘W3C’’, were defined in

the stratum transcript. For each keyword, the source of

the additional related information is provided in a HTML-

link. Since the occurrence of a keyword in the stratum

transcript is an event that occurs during runtime (a mul-

timedia object event), the actions to take if the event

occurs need to be defined. The ‘‘for’’-loop at the end of

this statements defines which method should be executed

if a keyword occurs. In this case, the method is Show-

RelatedInformation. The identifier ‘‘segment_start’’

determines that the ShowRelatedInformation should be

called at the beginning of the video segment that contains

the hit.

Finally, the presentation is starts with

self:playðÞ

If one of the given keywords occurs during the execution of

the presentation, i.e., the keyword occurs in the transcript

of a specific segment, the method ShowRelatedInformation

is called. It then checks, if the keyword occurs for the first

time by looking up a history of keywords stored in the

individual users profile. If this is the case, the method does

nothing and returns immediately. If the keyword occurs for

the first time, the keyword is added to the keyword history

in the users profile, the presentation is paused, the addi-

tional related information is presented and an acknowledge

button (ack1) is displayed.

self.keywordInfo["CERN"] = "http://www.cern.ch" 

self.keywordInfo["Berners-Lee"] = "http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tim_Berners-Lee" 

self.keywordInfo["W3C"] = "http://www.w3c.org" 

for keyhit in keyhits: 

_m_workflow.addHook(…, "segment_start", {"objectId":keyhit.dmGuid, 

 "timecode":keyhit.startTimecode, "stratumId":"Transcript"}, self.ShowRelatedInformation, 

 (keyhit.startTimecode, keyword, self.keywordInfo[keyword])) 
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The presentation only continues if the user presses the

acknowledge button. As pressing the acknowledge button

‘‘ack1’’ is an event that occurs during the presentation (in

the adopted notation, an application event), it has to be

defined what the reaction should be, if the button is pres-

sed. In this case, the method ‘‘resumePlaying’’ is called.

The method ‘‘resumePlaying’’ continues the presentation

from the point it was interrupted by the content presenta-

tion events.

Figure 7 shows a screenshot of the presentation at the

point in time where the keyword ‘‘CERN’’ occurred during

the presentation of the lecture video, and the related

information from the CERN-website is displayed.

8 Lessons learned and conclusion

This paper has motivated situational learning with contin-

uous media and has identified shortcomings of current

solutions. An integrated approach for adaptive multimedia

presentations enabling universal access was presented. The

approach provides search according to stratified content

documentation, adaptive content composition according to

personal needs, and dynamic presentation of results.

Documentation of continuous media is performed at sev-

eral levels. Media management was integrated to provide

adaptive search and dynamic presentation of continuous

media results according to user needs.

It has been shown that situational learning, which can be

seen as a combination of both cognitivistic and construc-

tivistic approaches [11, 13] permits the acquisition of

knowledge in an everyday situation. This means that

learning can be seen as a socio-cultural phenomenon [47].

Situated Learning places the learner at the center of an

instructional process consisting of content, environment,

community, and participation. This supports the argument

that learning is both a cognitive and social process [31].

Through the example of video records of university lec-

tures enriched with additional information, such as

presentation slides and background information, this paper

has shown how continuous media could support situational

learning, just-in-time learning, and learning on demand

with universal access. Tests were made at the University of

Kaiserslautern to provide efficient search and retrieval of

lecture information (video recordings of lectures and

background material, audio recordings, slides, and addi-

tional information of various types) for students preparing

for exams.

def getEventHooks(self):

result = BaseSingleWorkflow.getEventHooks(self)

result.append(("Acknowledge","app_ack_info_msg",

{"id":"ack1"}, self.resumePlaying, ()))

return(result)

def resumePlaying(self, event, tupel):

self.clnt.play()

def ShowRelatedInformation(self, event, tupel):

timecode = tupel[0]

keyword = tupel[1]

keyUrl = tupel[2]

if self.presentationHistory.contains(keyword):

else:

# it's new: insert now

self.presentationHistory.addValue(keyword)

self.clnt.pause()

self.clnt.showUrl(keyUrl)

self.clnt.showExternalInfoMsg(id="ack1", title="Continue", …)
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The experiences with adaptive multimedia presenta-

tions acquired in the context of MEMORY, including

continuous media, showed that these have enormous

potential for future situational learning scenarios. Espe-

cially for the search and lookup of originally recorded

lecture content enriched by background material, adap-

tive multimedia presentations can very easily be used

to get a quick look at exactly those parts of the lectures

that fit the set search criteria and have quick access

to further references. The following benefits were

experienced:

– Adaptive and dynamic delivery of relevant continu-

ous media enriched with background material

provides easy and fast access to exactly the right

information fragments needed. Adaptive and dynamic

delivery reduces cognitive load and saves time for

search and retrieval compared to electronic sources or

material on the shelf, especially when using contin-

uous media.

– Interaction and collaboration features allow for

advanced design of presentation definitions and support

the implementation of adaptivity.

– The underlying media management system provides

integrated management of continuous and discrete

media and content documentation at the object level,

as well as on the timeline with stratified documentation.

Media management provides indexing and search

features, enables direct access to continuous media in

different formats and encodings, and supports universal

access by using web services (using HTTP) and

streaming protocols. Additionally, media management

allows for easy reuse of media objects.

On the downside, the implementation of the media man-

agement and indexing in the information management layer

of MEMORY and the event based control in the presentation

management layer was rather huge compared to the

audiovisual output created at the users display. Additionally,

the system cannot fulfill real time requirements, due to some

latencies occurring when processing events.

Another experience was the amount of time needed for a

good documentation of media objects with LOM and on

the timeline with stratified documentation. Even if only the

spoken word is typed as textual description, a lot of time is

needed. The documentation tool with the automatically

generated storyboard was a good support. Nevertheless, the

experience within the broadcast domain, which stated that

a good documentation of visual material needs about the

factor 5 in time compared to the duration of the material

[68], proved to be valid. This is only affordable when

audiovisual material is stored in the media management for

institutionally archiving, production or learning purposes.

In summary, adaptive multimedia presentations can be,

based on the acquired experiences, a very valuable con-

tribution to situational learning with continuous media.

However, since the first step proves technological feasi-

bility, the inclusion of psychological considerations as

early as possible is a necessity in order to adequately

develop user-centered technology applying Usability

Engineering Methods [32]. It is essential that through a

combination of real-life problems with adequate informa-

tion, the thinking processes of learners are activated.

Hence, the authors are optimistic that adaptive multimedia

presentations will be a substantial part of future situational

learning solutions.

Fig. 7 Multimedia presentation

showing additional information

triggered by a spoken keyword
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